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Fiction - Crime & Myster y

BLAZING
OBSESSION

Dai Henley

e

+ book

How would you react if your wife, stepson and baby daughter were murdered in an ar son attack and
the arsonist was tried and acquitted on a technicality? How would you feel if DNA evidence proved the
arsonist’s guilt, but the 800-year-old laws of double jeopardy meant that he couldn’t be r etried?
James Hamilton meets and falls in lo ve with Lynne Burrows, whose ex-husband Nick is a
violent, drug-dealing control freak who will not accept that their mar riage is over and
continually harasses her, and questions their eight-year-old son Georgie constantly about
Lynne’s relationships. After Lynne falls pregnant again with James’ child, Nick abducts Georgie
and flees to Florida. James and Lynne trick him into returning voluntarily and Nick is arrested
on landing at Gatwick. He’s charged and sentenced to seven years.
James and Lynne marry and live a life of bliss for two years, until there is an arson attack on
James’ holiday cottage. Four months later, the police charge a small-time criminal and drug
dealer. Despite overwhelming evidence, he’s acquitted and never reveals who is behind the
arson attack. The obvious candidate is Nick, but he’s still incarcerated and the police can find
no evidence linking him to the crime . Sickened by the judge’s decision, James becomes
obsessed with getting justice for his family when he discovers that Lynne has been concealing
secrets about her past. Together with a private eye and Lynne’s best friend, he plans the
perfect retribution against the perpetrators...
28th November 2014
9781784620516
£8.99
Paperback

Blazing Obsession shows how powerful revenge and
obsession are, and how they can result in fatal
consequences.
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Fiction - Crime & Myster y

MINDFUL

alex:g
‘A fantasy that could easily become fact. Incredibly thrilling and somewhat controversial, one of
those books that will take you to a place you may well recognise…’
– Les Hemstock, Actor, Producer and Presenter (BBC, NBC, CBS)
‘If you think regime change is hard to come by, wait until you see the political world that
alex:g has dreamed up.’
– Bryce Zabel, Author, Surrounded by Enemies: What if Kennedy Survived Dallas?
‘alex:g has carved a unique niche for himself, crossing the divide between the worlds of
“truthseeking” and entertainment journalism to bring to wider attention k ey areas of
importance that the mainstream media has kept from us.’
– Andy Thomas, Author, The Truth Agenda
What if all the conspiracies we have heard about are not theories but facts?
Westminster. The day after tomorrow. A new political party has come to power, out of
nowhere, and has made enemies of the rich and po werful – ‘shadow people’ connected to
financial and corporate conglomerates, and perhaps even royalty. Ray Grady, a former talk
show icon, has the charisma to lead this ne w force to the House of Commons and stop the
nation descending into anarchy. There’s just one minor
complication… Ray has just been assassinated, and all
28th January 2015
hell is about to break loose if the public finds out…
9781784621346
www.mindfulnovel.com
3

£18.99
Hardback
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Fiction - Crime & Myster y

ACTING
SUSPICOUSLY
ANOTHER DJ SMITH AND
GORGONZOLA MISSION

The Mulgray Twins

e

+ book

Act It Out’s historic re-enactments from the life of Mary Queen of Scots are not all that they
seem. Sites closely associated with that tragic queen ar e a cover for the distribution of drugs
in central Scotland.
Revenue & Customs undercover agent DJ Smith and her sniff er cat Gorgonzola join one of
the tours, but she begins to suspect that some of her companions – an eeril y self-convinced
reincarnation of Mary Queen of Scots, a fanatical bagpipe player, a couple of sex-obsessed
newlyweds – are bad actors and that in r eality, they are couriers in the pay of the drug
organisation. When the organisation suspects that it has been infiltrated, suspense builds as
the re-enactments in historic Holyrood Palace, the fortified tower on Loch Leven island, and
the ruined St Andrews Castle provide an excellent opportunity for murder…
The reader as a time traveller is present at dramatic events in the life of Mary Queen of
Scots, at the same time enjoying the suspense of a modern m urder mystery in which a cat
detective plays a vital part. Acting Suspiciously is a cosy crime novel featuring the sixth
undercover mission for DJ Smith and Gorgonzola, a feisty cat with attitude.
The Mulgray Twins’ previous work has been described as ‘refreshingly unique’ (The Times)
‘nothing short of exceptional’ (The Big Issue) and ‘an excellent read’ (Scots Magazine).
28th November 2014
9781784620530
£8.99
Paperback

www.the-mulgray-twinsonline.co.uk
4
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Fiction – Crime & Mystery

BODY IN THE
BICYCLE SHED
PEGGY PINCH INVESTIGATES
Malcolm Noble
It’s November, 1926. Peggy Pinch, the policeman’s wife, sets out on
her third murder investigation. Clues and alibis come quickl y, but
nothing makes sense. She resorts to burglary, fibs and bizarre
dressing up, but she cannot solve the mystery without revealing the
most humiliating secret of the Pinch household…
Malcolm Noble’s previous work has been described as ‘suspenseful,
darkly funny and beautifully written’ (Historical Novel Society)
OTHER BOOKS IN THE ‘PEGGY PINCH’ SERIES:
Peggy Pinch, Policeman's Wife ISBN 9781848767867 £7.99
Murder in a Parish Chest ISBN 9781783060566 £7.99

Published: 28th September 2014
ISBN: 9781783065486 (pb)
9781783065769 (hb)
Price: £7.99 (pb)£9.99 (hb)

THE DEAD CITY
ROLLERS
e

+ book

R T Stroud

Burdened down with a bag of pot and a lot of guilt o ver the person
he killed, Alistair needs to escape. He wants out from the turf war
brewing in Swansea between a bunch of criminals. He wants out
from the acid-munching cops on the verge of madness and from his
idiot friends who spend their time talking about the meaning of lif e
and interspecies wrestling. Plus, there’s a girl involved…
Getting out isn’t going to be that easy though. Whether negotiating
his notice with inept mobsters, dodging delusional vigilantes or
avoiding that 'thing' in the shado ws, escaping is going to be tough.
The Dead City Rollers is alive with comic touches, cliff hangers and a
real sense of place.
5

Published: 28th October 2014
ISBN: 9781783065882
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Thriller

THE GIRL ON
THE PIER

Paul Tomkins

e

+ book

‘A terrific novel. Beautiful prose, gripping story.’
– Chris Rowland, author of From Where I Was Standing
‘A beautifully written, thought-provoking psychological thriller. A brilliant idea for a story.’
Araminta Hall, author of Everything and Nothing and Dot
Abandoned time and again by those he holds dear, Patrick Clement is forging a reputation as a
forensic sculptor, helping to identify the unclaimed missing. But he can’t leave behind a
remarkable summer night in 1993, spent alone on Brighton’s derelict West Pier with Black, a
beautiful photography student. Patrick is haunted by the fact that no sooner did he get to
know her than she disappeared from his life... Who is this girl? And where is Black, the one
who got away?
Decades on, while at work, Patrick is tasked with reconstructing the skull of an unidentified
girl found on the pier in the 1970s – the pier he still thinks about. A crime he recalls from
childhood, when his family life was in turmoil, Patrick works to discover the truth behind what
has happened.
Set in Brighton, The Girl on the Pier spans several decades, from the seventies to the present
day. Inspired by literary novelists such as Ian McEwan,
Anne Tyler and John Updike, Paul uses vivid images to
28th January 2015
make the reader feel as though they are right there in
9781784621049
the story. The Girl on the Pier will appeal to lovers of
£8.99
psychological thrillers and suspense novels.
Paperback
6
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Fiction – Thriller

DARKE
MISSION

e

+ book

Scott Caladon

Based on actual events interwoven with fiction and with an underl ying theme of political and
financial greed, Darke Mission is a story of good versus evil.
The British government is secretly bankrupt. There is no money to pay the police, armed
forces and the NHS.
JJ Darke, lone parent and Scottish ex-intelligence officer, is blackmailed by an unscrupulous
politician into stealing North Korea’s gold bullion to plug Britain’s catastrophic financial deficit
and avoid widespread lawlessness.
Darke, a successful financial strategist who has walk ed on the wrong side of insider trading,
engages a French skunkworks outfit and edge of the en velope British F1 engineers to suppor t
the mission. They design a revolutionary process to transform the gold bars and smuggle them
from North Korea, but the mission is fraught with danger and the team m ust scheme and fight
their way out of trouble at every turn.
The stakes are raised when a Russian stealth submarine , under North Korean control, is
primed to launch a devastating nuclear attack on the USA. US Navy SEALs are ordered to
capture the sub. Their mission is compromised and it becomes unexpectedly intertwined with
Darke’s. Darke’s character changes. He seeks revenge
28th November 2014
and vows to protect his son at all costs.
Darke Mission is a fast-paced crime thriller that will ha ve
fans of this genre desperate to know what happens next.
7

9781784620509
£10.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Science Fiction

ONLY BLUE
WILL DO

Mark Rippon
Kate and Hugh are part of a university scientific expedition in the sno wy wastes of Norway,
investigating the environmental impact of climate change . Whilst on a routine sample
collecting exercise on a bleak snow field, Hugh discovers two bodies buried in the ice . An
excavation of the site is prioritised but, with night falling quickly and temperatures plunging,
Hugh is left to keep watch alone, until he is joined later b y Kate.
A fluid movement out of full sight caught Hugh’s eye. It wasn’t the natural flurry of snow in the wind;
it was a purposeful movement. Suddenly, a stark shapeless figure was transiently present and then,
just as suddenly, gone, its outline blending into the gr ey night and scurrying snow blasts.
During the night, the site is visited b y a wolf and a man dressed in ancient Nordic clothing
who steal the bodies and disa ppear off into a blizzard. Kate and Hugh follow the strange pair
but succumb to the cold. Awaking from unconsciousness, they meet the man they have been
chasing – ‘the Guardian’ and his guide Janus, a wolf and her cub Lado. Janus explains that both
he and the Guardian have been battling to prevent chaos overturning the unity of the
‘paraverse’, which is being threatened by Prince Adren. In this paraverse, each universe, planet,
ecosystem and creature, no matter how distant, is connected, and Hugh and Kate are part of
the key to preventing the Prince turning order to chaos. To do this they have to face Prince
Adren in different time periods in different guises, with varied outcomes, until they can finally
overcome him...
28th November 2014
9781784620585
£9.99
Paperback

Only Blue Will Do is a gripping time-slip fantasy that
sees Kate and Hugh battle f or humanity across
different eras.
8
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Fiction – Fantasy

THE AMAZING
TALE OF ANNA
HIMMEL AND
THE GOLD
SOVEREIGN
e

+ book

Stevie Henden
Five stories, five people, mysteriously connected by a gold sovereign.

A young soldier critically wounded at Passchendaele. A mute little girl in 2004, having to find
her voice to commit a great act of bravery. A young gay man facing terrible evil in 1960’s
Manchester. A homeless woman struggling to stay alive on the freezing streets of London in
1902. In the present day, Martin Griegson, a redundant banker exposed to the darker aspects
of contemporary gay London.
The Amazing Tale of Anna Himmel and the Gold Sovereign explores the determination and multifaceted nature of the human spirit and diff erent aspects of love; motherly, faithful, unconditional
and enduring, through to obsessional. The book asks questions about ho w our own lives are
affected by the people we meet and the choices that w e make – and how the seemingly
random acts of fate that lead us to ward our final destiny may not be so random at all…
Featured in Female First.

Praise for Stevie Henden’s first book, The Lost Boy, the Doodlebug and the mysterious number 80
‘Eclectic and thought-provoking… A modern-day fairytale’
– GScene Review
BY THE SAME AUTHOR
The Lost Boy, the Doodlebug and the Myster ious Number 80
ISBN 9781780885186 £9.00

9

28th September 2014
9781783065578
£9.00
Paperback
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Fiction – Fantasy

HIRAETH
A MARK – MARC
Liz Riley Jones

e

+ book

Mona Jones has been on the run all her lif e without really knowing
why. Her parents were murdered, and now, at twenty-one, her
uncle and protector is dead too…

Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784621315
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

This dramatic chain of events compels Mona to spend time amid a
Welsh-speaking community in Ynys Môn, also known as Anglesey. It
is here that her druidic ancestr y begins to emerge, identified more
quickly by those around her. Attacked by an enemy druid, Mona
quickly finds herself at the centre of an intense druid civil war.
Branded with ‘the mark’, she unleashes her power, only to discover
she also has a terrible weakness…

CHILD OF THE
COVENANT
Kim Gravell
‘You want to know what it will be like if the demon takes a host?
It will be as though the sun has g one out...’
Aidan and Gwyn have formed an uneasy alliance with modern-day
wizard Eldritch. The stakes are raised when it becomes a pparent
that someone else is working to bring about the demon’s
manifestation, and that they are prepared to kill in order to
succeed. When one of the trio is criticall y injured, the other two
must face a terrible choice if they are to defeat the demon…
Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784620998
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:

The Demon's Call ISBN 9781783064038 £9.99

10
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Fiction – Contemporary

BONE AND
BLOOD
A BERLIN NOVEL

e

+ book

Margo Gorman

Hard to tell. Hard not to tell. Now it’s too late. I didn’t want to burden you with such a story.
I didn’t want understanding, pity or disgust from anyone then. I don’t want it now.
But I wanted you one day to have the letter s I never posted.
Bone and Blood opens in Berlin August 2005 as the death of Brigitte’s daughter, Katharina brings
back memories of her conception in 1945 when Brigitte was imprisoned in Ra vensbrück
Concentration Camp. Brigitte has never told her story of the war years but is challenged by
Aisling, her great-niece and a student from Dublin, who arrives for the funeral.
Aisling takes possession of a collection of unposted letters, written by Brigitte during war, and
commandeers a laptop she finds in Katharina’s room. She gradually becomes hooked on
images conjured up by the letters. They forge a relationship bonded by Brigitte’s memories and
Aisling’s future, and Aisling learns as much about herself as about the past.
Bone and Blood is the compelling story of two strong women, their difficult memories and the
bonds of love and fear.
AN EARLIER VERSION OF BONE AND BLOOD WAS SHORTLISTED FOR THE
VIRGINIA WOOLF PRIZE FOR FICTION IN

www.margogorman.com
11

2009.
28th November 2014
9781784620370
£10.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Humour

LESSONS IN
HUMILIATION

Timothy Edward

e

+ book

The memoir of a man who simply w ants to be loved.
Henry Robson is suffering. He is a balding, failing actor living all alone in rural Dorset. When
two choices present themselves, he inadvisedly selects both…
Initially, a torrid affair seems to tick all the bo xes, but any happiness derived from the liaison
soon unravels when Henry, untrained as a teacher, accepts employment at a school run b y a
madman. Finding himself surrounded by specialists in humiliation – professional, public and
private – will he learn his lesson?
Follow the adventures and misadventures of this lovable but hapless rogue, a man all the more
endearing for his weaknesses. Laugh as slapstick jostles for supremacy with the surreal, and cry
twice over at moments of utter poignancy.
An Aga-saga for men (and for women wishing to know what men are really thinking), Lessons
in Humiliation falls headlong towards a most unexpected dénouement. Fans of humorous fiction
will find themselves crying both with laughter and out of sympath y for the plight of Henr y.

28th October 2014
9781784620110
£8.99
Paperback
12
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Fiction – Humour

HRH PRINCE
PHILIP: ESCAPE
FROM THE
PALACE
e

+ book

Thomas J. O’Mara
Prince Philip has a dilemma.

It’s 1966 and Prince Philip is the onl y grey man in a world bursting with an endless
kaleidoscope of colour. He longs to break free of the royal shackles and dreams of escape
from his gilded cage. At night, his mind floats over a vast, open, carefree sea. He hates what he
has become. He’s cracking up, he has to get away... but how?
One night, Jones the butler informs him that he has f ound “a hole that nobody wants” and an
entirely new, sanity-saving world of adventure opens up for the prince. The hole in fact reveals
itself as a long lost tunnel beneath Buckingham Palace which leads to The Mall. With the aid of
the self-titled ‘Earl of Buckingham’ (a hermit who liv es in the underground palace), Philip begins
to abscond on a regular basis. That’s when the fun begins…
Will The Queen find out? Are his disguises up to the task? What if MI5 find out and close
down his precious escape route? Can ‘The Earl’ be trusted to keep a secret? And of course,
the press can never find out!
This lighthearted novel from Thomas J O’Mara reflects the universal truth that we are all
trapped in our own personal dilemma. It makes an amusing and thought-provoking read for
anyone interested in the Royal Family, the 1960s and
comic fiction.
28th August 2014
9781783065189
£8.99
Paperback
13
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Fiction – Satire

THE
EUTHANASIA
PROTOCOL

Grahame C.W. Howard

e

+ book

In this vision of the futur e, set in an independent Scotland after the apocalyptic r eligious wars,
the State is managed by a series of secular Life Protocols.
Drawn up by a young and idealistic civil ser vant called Giles, the Protocols soon become
grossly misinterpreted as an end in themselves, rather than being an aid to g overnment.
Society becomes slavishly adherent to these documents, to the extent that they begin to take
on pseudo-religious significance. Among the Protocols is one addressing the problem of an
aging population, and this Euthanasia Protocol is implemented throughout the country as an
income-generating, yet socially acceptable, method of age control.
Giles rapidly becomes disillusioned by the way in which his concept has been abused.
However, when he attempts to rectify the situation, he falls foul of the system, being
condemned to a life of ignominy. As an old man who is r esigned to euthanasia, can he appeal
the order in time?
Written in a gently humorous, allegorical style, yet at times stark and bitingl y satirical, The
Euthanasia Protocol addresses many of the issues which plague today’s society. This offers a
frightening, yet wholly credible, insight into what may happen if human beings cease to think
for themselves. This book will appeal to those who question the r ole of religion in society and
are concerned about the increasing use of unyielding
technology in government.
28th January 2015
9781784620950
£10.99
Paperback

www.grahamehoward.co.uk
14
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Fiction – Contemporary

TIGGER: MEMOIRS OF
A COSMOPOLITAN CAT
Susanne Haywood
Globetrotting Tigger, the ginger tomcat with attitude , is born into
the sunshine and easy lifestyle of Western Australia, but is forced to
follow his family of restless humans to the USA f or an adventurous
two years in the forests and fields of Mar yland. He returns to
Australia and life on a small farm in the bush with all its associated
excitements and perils before he is whisked off yet again to a damp,
green country called England. What matters to Tigger when he
leaves home? And how does he cope with the unfamiliar?
In the background of the story, Tigger’s humans face their own
struggles as they learn to adjust to their ne w surroundings, but they
aren't that important. Tigger's experience is what really counts.

Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784621216
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

DÉJÀ VU
e

+ book

Susan Giles

Catherine is celebrating her thir tieth birthday when her life takes a
turn for the worse; her rival Anna, a woman with loose morals,
triggers a quarrel between Catherine and her par tner Alexander.
Following the party, Alexander sexually assaults Catherine,
propelling her on a journey in search of a new beginning.
Fleeing to Cornwall, Catherine experiences a rare feeling of déjà vu
when she meets a fisherman named Christopher Armstrong. She
allows a relationship to begin, with the intention of it being platonic .
Armstrong, however, has other ideas…
ALSO BY THIS AUTHOR:
The Primrose Path ISBN 9781848764965 £8.99

15

Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784620776
Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback
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Fiction – Historical

MAD WORLDS
A TALE OF DESPAIR AND
HOPE IN 1950S ENGLAND

Bill Douglas

e

+ book

Young teacher John Chisholm is haunted by a past tragedy and, believing his wife no longer
loves him, begins to experience a ner vous breakdown. He is forcibly removed to Springwell, a
harsh mental institution where he endures and witnesses abuse – some of this in the name of
treatment – and makes new, eccentric friends. He is certified and detained indefinitely.
Although suicidal at times, he is determined to sur vive and escape.
John’s wife Heather Chisholm, who has recently battled post-natal depression, is distraught.
Left to care for their baby, she struggles to rally support from friends and family. Encountering
John’s hostility on visiting him, and horrified at the conditions in which he is hopelessl y
trapped, she finds herself vulnerable to Sam Ne wman, an overworked Mental Health Officer
instrumental in John’s detention. But he’s not the only one with his eye on her…
Can Heather resist not only Sam, but also Sarge Parker, the sadistic and ambitious Charge
Nurse who targets John for abuse? Will John ever escape the harsh environment in which he
has been imprisoned? Will his relationship with Heather survive? And can Jamie Macdonald, the
new Medical Superintendent, really transform Springwell into a caring community?
A percentage of royalties will be donated to charities
including Samaritans and Mind.

28th October 2014
9781783065875
£8.99
Paperback

www.billdouglas.co.uk
16
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Fiction – Historical

FAITHFUL
CONFLICT
A TEENAGE GIRL IN 1940S
MANCHESTER

e

+ book

Kathy Murphy

It was all so sudden.
One moment she had been enjoying a late summer holiday with her par ents and brother.
The next her life changed for ever.
When war breaks out, one family must make some difficult sacrifices. For twelve-year-old
Christine, the start of war signals the beginning of a ne w life.
Torn from her roots, she is forced to face the harsh realities of the 1940s that bring the death
of her grandfather, a close encounter with tuberculosis and a long distance lo ve affair.
Growing up in war-time Manchester, Christine experiences the traumas and triumphs of a
young girl living in a bomb damaged city. Her teenage passions for fashion, cinema and dancing
contrast heavily with the devastation caused by bombing, and the religious restriction within
her society.
Can she choose her way forward, or will fate do it f or her?
Faithful Conflict is an emotional saga set in Manchester, written by an author who has first hand
experience of life in the city at that time . It is a hear t-stopping read for any fans of historical
fiction, romance and war stories.
28th October 2014
9781784620134
£8.99
Paperback
17
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Poetry

GRANDMA’S
POETRY BOOK

Di Castle

e

+ book

‘With gentle humour and self-effacing honesty, Di Castle charts the progress of Nanny-hood
from the life-changing first phone call to the grandchild’s teens. Sparing no blushes, these
affectionate rhymes record the incidents and stages that all grandpar ents will recognise.’
– Adrienne Dines, author of Toppling Miss April
‘The collection is both inspiring and intriguing, accompanied by delightful illustrations.’
– Roderick Grant, author of Clap Hands For the Singing Molecatcher and Stathalder

Grandma’s Poetry Book charts the nostalgic journey from birth to teens as seen through the
eyes of a grandmother. It captures the many facets of those fleeting, easily forgotten moments
as the grandchildren grow. Touching and funny in turn, the poems resonate with a
grandmother’s love for her grandchildren.
Inspired by A A Milne and the bouncy verse of Pam Ayres, Grandma’s Poetry Book was inspired
by the birth of Di Castle’s first grandchild. It has been illustrated b y Denise Horn – whose
sketches capture the special bond between grandparents and their families.

28th November 2014
9781784620240
£6.99
Paperback

www.dicastle.co.uk
18
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Poetry

CURSES AND
VERSES
POEMS FROM THE TREE OF
LIFE

e

+ book

Andrew Casey
ANGEL
Wild eyed beauty, face divine,
lovely Lady will you be mine?
lithe elegant figure, enchanting smile,
captivating angel how you beguile.
With one look you melt my heart,
increase my pulse rate, tear me apart,
a word of encouragement is all I desire,
to burn my ego upon your fire.

Curses and Verses is a collection of poems written o ver many years and which encapsulate the
various people, animals and situations that have shaped the poet’s life. From the deep sorrow
of lost loves to the joys of pet ownership and the fears of old age and of death, the poems
reach out and touch the reader, resonating with reality and hope.
Simple, sad, funny, sombre and thought-provoking, Curses and Verses is a unique read for anyone
who enjoys poetry.

www.andrewcaseypoet.com
19

28th October 2014
9781784620295
£9.99
Paperback
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Fiction – Short Stories

BLACK GREEK
COFFEE

e

+ book

Konstantina Sozou-Kyrkou
Want to see the darker side of Greek life?
Black Greek Coffee is a collection of twenty-three short stories, most of them set in rural 20th
century Greece. Laced with harrowing truths, these stories deal with the dark er side of life in
Greece – the domestic violence , male domination, superstition and ignorance, the strong
influence of religion and suffocating traditions.
Konstantina Sozou-Kyrkou paints a vivid picture of everyday life in a Greek village. Culture,
landscape and traditions are a backdrop to the divisions, gaps and barriers that lie between
people and their relationships. There is a prejudice and unjustified animosity that hangs in the
air around them, dividing and troubling them…
This series of short stories touches on themes of self-righteousness, religion, migration,
chauvinism, illness, loss, death, war, superstition, honour and gender issues. Stories of the
domestic, and occasionally reaching into the supernatural, they surprise, educate and challenge
the reader’s intellect.
Written from the author’s own experiences, whether she has witnessed events or met people
who have faced the misunderstandings that take place in the book, Black Greek Coffee is an
exciting read for any fans of powerful fiction with a
sting in its tail.
28th November 2014
9781784620356
£7.99
Paperback
20
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

A STRANGE MOTHER
M. L. Reid
Set partly in England and par tly in Jamaica, A Strange Mother is the
evocative and dramatic real-life tale of M. L. Reid, whose mother
kidnapped her from her father after she had lost custody of her . In
revenge, the young child was taken away to Jamaica and lived there
with her mother for over fifteen years, in severe hardship, and was
subjected to mental, psychological and physical abuse.
Years later, M. L. Reid was fortunate to return to the UK and, when
reunited with her mother, made an extraordinary discovery about
the dark world her mother was involved in. She learned, with pure
disbelief, that powerful and often evil spells had systematically been
cast upon her by a supernatural power, with the intention of
destroying her.

Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784620851
Price: £12.99
Binding: Paperback

TOKENS OF YOUTH
A JUNIOR AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Brian Fish
After his father gained permanent employment in the Civil Ser vice,
Brian and his family moved from the idyllic peaks of Derb yshire to
the thriving capital of London. It was here that Brian discovered his
ability for languages, receiving an excellent education.
The family later moved to Leicester where his education suffered,
failing to build on his promising start in French, but instead involving
him in the world of science. Brian went on to win a scholarship to
study mining engineering at Birmingham University where he spent
the first three years of the war. Now a young adult, Brian was taken
into the army, later seeing active service in Burma, relying on his
strong Christian faith to guide his beha viour, words and actions.
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Published: 28th January 2015
ISBN: 9781784621223
Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

DON’T COME
CRYING HOME
A BOY’S LIFE IN DR
BARNARDO’S HOMES

William Fell-Holden

e

+ book

At age two, one December day in 1943, Eric is handed over to a stranger, the Reverend
Brightman. The Reverend is here to help Eric’s unmarried mother, who cannot keep Eric as she
has to work in the cotton mills. Across war-torn Britain, a bawling and exhausted Eric is taken
on a long train journey, finding relief only in snatches of sleep. The traumatised child is handed
over to another stranger and delivered within the grim walls of Aqualate Hall, in the
countryside of Shropshire. It is the first in a long line of Barnar do Homes he must call home.
“You’re a bastard!” snaps Matron, slapping him. Eric does not cr y. He now knows that he must
always hide his feelings if he is to retain his humanity. Eric’s progress is recorded by his
caregivers and indicates that he is labelled earl y on as ‘backward’ and ‘spiteful’. Yet Eric has his
own story to tell. That of a life growing up in the rich countr yside, full of childhood escapades,
hobbies and the joys of nature; and of the imagination that sha pes a child’s developing sense of
the world and his place within it.
But it is the adults and senior bo ys who leave their physical and psychological marks: Matron,
the bitter care-giver; the psychotic, frothing-at-the-mouth Master, Mr Clarke; the sexually
aware, primitive Smitt; and the taunting bully-boy in school uniform. It is only when he meets
the enlightened Master, Mr Savidge, that Eric feels freer to explore his relationships with
others.
28th February 2015
9781784621407
£9.99
Paperback

This harrowing autobiography, set in the 1940s and
1950s, reveals the inner turmoil of a child in car e.
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

JOHNNY CIGARINI:
CONFESSIONS OF A
KING’S ROAD
COWBOY
MEMOIRS OF A TERRIBLE
NAME-DROPPER

e

+ book

John Cigarini

‘Decadence and elation meets despair and lif e-lessons with a lot lot lot of highs in-betw een.’
– Amazon.com
‘Absolutely get this book ASAP… If you want to know what it might've been to be a jet setter
during those halcyon years read it! Hanging with everyone from Joan Collins to Eric Clapton
and Pink Floyd with the odd gangster thrown in makes it a really great, interesting book.’
– Amazon.com
Johnny Cigarini: Confessions of a King’s Road Cowboy is an autobiographical account told from the
perspective of a young producer who kicked back with celebrity acquaintances after hours of
working in the ambitious and daring w orld of advertising. Being surrounded by fame and glory
during the 70s meant the company Cigarini worked for was at its most succesful – and King’ s
Road in Chelsea became their local playground. This story of luck, chance and heartache shows
how the entertainment culture allowed Cigarini to reach the top of his game .
Against a backdrop of the 60s sexual liberation, we learn of the real man, Johnny; he was not
always a Ferrari-driving trendsetter with long hair, picking up models on the King’s Road,
partying with Pink Floyd and dating Patti D’Arbanville, but he was once ‘Little Johnny’, an
orphan and the victim of child sex abuse . Exposed to a silent and sinister w orld of
establishment paedophile rings, John’s story is certainly
one of tragedy and introspection as he picks up the
28th November 2014
pieces of a lost life.
9781784621322
£9.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

FREEDOM
AFTER THE
SHARKS

Geoff Hudon-Searle
‘A must for all those in business.’
– Amazon.co.uk
‘If you've ever started your own business or are thinking about it, Geoff Hudson-Searle’s book
will inspire you to keep plugging through the challenges that face every entrepreneur.’
– Amazon.co.uk
Each of us is, to some extent or other, a reflection of the experiences of our liv es. However,
whether and how we succeed is determined at least in par t by how we cope with those
experiences and what we learn from them. This is the story of a man who, despite a difficult
family life and professional setbacks, developed the determination, drive and skills to create a
successful business and happy life.
Geoff’s skills and self-motivation gave him the drive, determination and tenacity to contin ue a
journey through hardship to reach self-fulfillment and, ultimately, success. His book describes
the life journey of a young man’s heart and his desire to turn his dreams and vision into a
business success.
Freedom After The Sharks shows how, even in a declining economy, a business can sur vive and
even succeed. It covers some real-life experiences and
offers some suggestions for dealing with problems and
28th September 2014
9781783065349
issues. It provides a guide to finding your way in the
9781783065356
business world.
£7.99

£18.99
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Non-Fiction – Health & Wellbeing

SILENT PAIN
HOW STRESS AND TRAUMA
MAY LEAD TO CHRONIC
FATIGUE SYNDROME

e

+ book

Helen Germanos

‘Helen’s honest account of her journey with Adrenal Fatigue and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
and the underlying causes along with practical advice on cr eating your own healing path makes
this book a must-read for everyone.’
– Brandon Bays, internationally best-selling author of The Journey and Freedom Is
Drawing on existing neuroscientific research, not previously linked to CFS, author Helen
Germanos answers the burning questions: “How did I get this?” and “Why?” This book reveals
a novel theory as to how and why CFS develops, in order to provide readers with a deeper
understanding of what is happening to them, as well as giving them the tools and insight to
embark on their own personal journey of discovery, recovery and transformation.
Sharing her own experiences of CFS, Helen explains how she went from being paralysed in
bed for nine months – unable to bear noise , light and contact with anyone, including her young
son – to living a full lif e again. Using the same techniques she describes in this book, she left no
stone unturned, changing every aspect of her life in order to achieve balance and harmony.
Aimed at sufferers of CFS, as well as those who are worried that they may be suffering from
it, this book can provide readers with the understanding that they need to be able to
overcome it. It will also help thera pists, carers and loved ones of CFS sufferers offer support
and understand the importance of their empathy.

www.helengermanos.com
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28th February 2015
9781784621438
£7.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Health & Beauty

PERMANENT
MAKEUP
GUIDE

Hina Solanki
‘Hina Solanki, through her own personal experience as well as passion for this skill, has
created a very helpful, easy to read book illustrating the benefits of permanent mak e-up
through an impressively large collection of photographs.’
– Alex Karidis, MD FRCS, Celebrity Plastic Surgeon
Permanent Makeup Guide illustrates the outstanding results that can be achieved with
permanent cosmetics through a full-colour gallery of real before and after images of
procedures. Designed to help people find the best ar tist and procedure to fulfil their
requirements, this book will help readers through the process, in order to get the best results
from their enhancement. The guide also answers the top 25 questions asked about all cosmetic
tattooing procedures.
The book is written by renowned artist Hina Solanki, the founder of Sol Cosmedics, an
internationally regarded provider of permanent and semi-permanent cosmetics. Their specialist
services include permanent make-up and medical scar camouflage , which has the ability to
transform the lives of patients. As illustrated in the book, carefully implanted pigments allow
colours to create illusions and may even be able to delay cosmetic surgery.
Following a health scare of her own, Hina Solanki developed expertise in medical scar
camouflage using permanent and semi-permanent
cosmetics. The inspiration behind her book lies in her
28th January 2015
desire to help others rediscover their self-confidence
9781784620714
after illness or injury.
£44.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Diet & Weight Loss

THE BACK TO
BASICS DIET
SEVEN WEEKS TO CHANGE
YOUR LIFE

e

+ book

David R Hack
The remarkable, groundbreaking guide to safe, effective weight loss
based on modern science and the f ascinating story of human evolution.

Fed up with being fat and w orried about your health? Frustrated by conflicting advice on how
to lose the flab? Think your excess weight is somehow your fault? This groundbreaking new
book promises to yield real results with minimum fuss and change your life for the better.
In his revolutionary guide to health and saf e, effective weight loss, author David R Hack makes
it clear that becoming ‘too big’ is most definitely not your fault! Dismissing the advice to “eat
less and move more” as well-meaning but misguided, he cuts through the hype and confusion
of so many diets to get right back to basics in terms of what w e should be eating.
David leads the reader on a fascinating journey through human evolution, the science of food
and the workings of the human body, before revealing the astonishing truth about why we all
get so fat on our modern diet. Perhaps most exciting of all, we are shown that simple changes
to our diet and lifestyle can hold the key to a longer, more youthful and healthier life for us all!
With recipes, motivational tips and tricks and some g ood old-fashioned common sense, this
empowering new programme is sure to become an indispensable guide f or anyone looking for
lifelong health and permanent weight loss.

Featured in Female First
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28th August 2014
9781783064120
£9.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Medical / Ethics

LITTLE STORIES
OF LIFE AND
DEATH
@NHSWHISTLEBLOWR
Dr David Drew

e

+ book
‘There are no pseudonyms here, just glaring honesty backed up by thousands of pages of
supporting documents and other evidence. Given the fate that befalls most NHS
whistleblowers, it is brave almost beyond belief. Drew is the doctor who wouldn’t be silenced.
And he deserves to be listened to. The truth and reconciliation the NHS so badly needs starts
here. Read it and speak.’
– Phil Hammond, doctor, journalist, broadcaster, medical correspondent for Private Eye and
Patron of Patients’ First
The scandals of poor care and repeated cover-ups in the NHS in recent years have raised
serious questions about the mistreatment of NHS whistleblowers. This book is
autobiographical and offers the first detailed account of the ruin of a highl y competent senior
doctor who blew the whistle.
Dr David Drew was a NHS consultant at Walsall Manor Hospital for over 19 years, including 7
spent as head of the paediatric depar tment, before ongoing concerns over the state of poor
care led him to become a whistleblo wer. This put him on a collision course with senior NHS
hospital managers. Removed as head of depar tment, he was suspended on trumped up
charges, faced allegations of mental illness and disciplinar y action and was dismissed f or Gross
Misconduct and Insubordination.
28th September 2014
9781783065233
£10.99
Paperback

David’s eye-opening account gives a unique insight into
the NHS procedures used to dispose of senior
management’s critics – at the cost of patient car e.
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Non-Fiction – Mind, Body Spirit

THE NEW
STORY
STORYTELLING AS A
PATHWAY TO PEACE

Inger Lise Oelrich
‘Your book brought tears to my eyes and made me chuckle with laughter. It is profound,
poignant, timely and a gift to the w orld. I didn't realise how important storytelling is and could
be in creating pathways to peace. It is a fine tool and accesses a wisdom deep within us that
we may not even know exists. I really think this is a jewel of a book.’
– Lorna Howarth, The Write Factor
Storytelling is a social activity where two or more people are present. In a rich and lively
picture language, ancient myths, wisdom tales, life stories and spontaneously created stories
are shared in an appreciative way, where everyone has a voice.
In THE NEW STORY, more than 30 tales from around the world and easy to do exercises give
a fresh and encouraging take on how to bring about understanding, compassion and
transformation in different life situations – whether at school, in worklife, at home with the
family, in a quiet conversation with a friend or in the wider ar ena of international politics,
mediation and social healing. Practical examples from all walks of life combine with leading
edge contributions from six modern storytellers at work in places like Israel, Kurdistan and
Sierra Leone.
Storytelling activities foster and encourage the use of the spok en word over the destructive
sword through non-judgmental listening and our creative
imaginations. By accessing the new stories about who we
28th January 2015
9781784620738
are, we begin to heal the world.
www.thenewstory.nu
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£16.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Golf

PLAYING
SMART
TRANSFORM YOUR GOLF
WITHOUT CHANGING YOUR
SWING
David Richards

e

+ book

Amongst regular golfers of the same raw ability, some repeatedly out-perform others. These
players consistently score better than the quality of their ball-striking, the accuracy of their
short games and their putting skills. Why?
These golfers are playing smart. They make better decisions and fewer mistakes than those
with similar skills. They assess the challenge of each shot and r each sound conclusions. They
prepare well and do everything possible to ensure a good outcome. They focus on reducing
the number of shots per round. They use their minds to get ahead. Playing Smart explains what
this means in practice.
David Richards sets out the principles that smar t golfers use to get an edge . He examines
every area of the game: on the tee, from the fairway, in trouble, around the green, and on the
putting surface. He shows how to analyse your play and single-out the non-swing related
problems that repeatedly cost shots. He also discusses the key factors that contribute to
accuracy and consistency, and explains how good preparation, ‘routine’, and a rational attitude
all contribute to better and more enjoyable golf.
Playing Smart offers something to players of every ability. All golfers will be able to see clearl y
how they measure up against a ‘smart golfer’. Better standard players can check where there is
still room for improvement. And beginners should be
able to put sound principles in place at an earl y stage.
28th November 2014
9781784620486
£9.99
Paperback

www.playing-smart.com
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Non-Fiction – Football

“THE MORE WE
WIN THE BETTER
IT WILL BE”
A YEAR WITH EASTLEIGH
FOOTBALL CLUB
Paul McNamara
This behind-the-scenes glimpse of a non-league f ootball club offers the unusual opportunity of viewing
an entire football season at one c lub from multiple viewpoints.
Eastleigh Football Club is an ambitious semi-professional club that in 2013/2014 competed in
the Football Conference South. Ten years earlier, they were a much smaller club, playing in
their local regional league. Progress from that lowly status saw the team spend the 2013/2014
campaign challenging for the Conference South league title and promotion into the
Conference Premier Division. The book follows the fortunes of the men who played during
that season. It charts the highs and lows experienced by the directors, the manager, staff and
supporters, and provides a candid view of the club’s day-to-day life.
This first-hand account tells the compelling stor y of life on and off the pitch at the club and
the unfolding events of the season. Featuring a team striving to achieve promotion into the
Conference Premier and reach Wembley in the FA Trophy, this book will be enjoyed by
football fans at any level.
‘The More We Win, The Better It Will Be’ also details author Paul’s transition from being a lifelong
Everton supporter into developing an obsession with his local non-league club , and his own
personal experiences after becoming closely involved with the team.

www.mcnamara-sport.tumblr.com
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28th November 2014
9781784620592
£13.99
Paperback
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Children’s Fiction – Fantasy

THE SERPENT
OF ERIDOR

Alison Gardiner

e

+ book

Boy versus wizard... Let the battle commence!
Attacked by an assassin, and positive that the next attempt will be fatal, 14-year-old Alex
Weston seizes the slim chance of sur vival, choosing to abandon ship in a tr opical typhoon.
Subsequently shipwrecked onto the island of Eridor with his hamster Sk oodle, Alex unwittingly
crosses the barrier into a world of enchantment. He soon discovers that his beloved pet is not
just a hamster, but rather a funny, opinionated, reluctant hero who regularly takes advice from
his dead uncle.
While on the island, they befriend a brilliant, ebullient monkey, a warrior bear and a sarcastic
snake. Possessing no magic abilities himself, Alex is armed only with bravery, loyalty, sheer
cussedness and wit as he fights to sa ve his life and his friends. He must also wrestle with the
suspicion that a few ounces of added rodent doesn't make him the strongest fighting unit on
the island. On his journey, Alex is pursued by murderous crocodiles, engulfed by a man-eating
mud swamp and attacked by vengeful wizards. But all that feels like a warm-up in comparison
to his final challenge...
The Serpent of Eridor is an adventure thriller threaded with humour that will a ppeal to children
aged eight to twelve. Vivid, graphic and containing both the wonderful and the weird, it is a
fast-paced story full of twists and turns.
28th January 2015
9781784620783
£9.99
Paperback
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Children’s Fiction – Fantasy

THE STRANGE
TALE OF THE
SNAKE RING

John Holroyd
This ring has great magical powers.
It’s said it can even alter the way events happen.
The Snake Ring’s magic is unique, unseen yet powerful. It can change the way events happen,
warn good people of danger and lead villains into failur e and disgrace. It belongs to young
Thomas, who is preparing to set off to seek his f ortune. He leaves the ring in the care of his
sweetheart, Gerda, but she is careless and allows the ring to fall into a riv er nearby…
Thomas arrives at the Shining Kingdom, where he finds work in the king’s kitchen. To his
surprise, one day the king gives the boy a knighthood and a bag of g old, even suggesting he
might marry a princess. But Thomas is true to his lo ve and asks to return home. The king
equips him with a horse , a sword, a badge to prove his importance and… the Snake Ring! It
has appeared to protect him once again.
Feeling pleased with himself, Thomas ignores the ring’s warning not to take the path through
the forest on his journey home. He is captured by robbers, who lock him in a ca ve and take
his ring to the next to wn to sell it. Meanwhile Gerda is beginning to think Thomas will never
return and is being urged to mar ry another man. Is the ring’s magic strong enough to make a
miracle happen and bring Thomas and Gerda back together?
The Strange Tale of the Snake Ring is an ideal read
for boys and girls aged nine to thir teen.
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28th January 2015
9781784621094
£7.99
Paperback
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Children’s Fiction – Picture Books

TALES OF WABASSO
Marianne Parry
A trio o f Native A merican Indian sto ries, fo llo w ing the same
children – W abasso and bro ther and sister, No ko ma and Shu-ShuG a.
‘Kidnapped’ follows the children as they play Hide and Seek in the
prairie. When Shu-Shu-Ga is suddenly kidnapped by an outlaw band,
the boys attempt to rescue her.
Published: 28th August 2014
ISBN: 9781783065165
Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

‘The Journey’ explores what happens when Wabasso’s tribe is forced
to move to warmer lands because of the severe weather.
‘The Challenges’ follows Wabasso as he has to prove himself worthy
of being a future leader, by undertaking three challenges.

RUSTY AND FRIENDS
Marianne Parry

e

+ book

Rusty is a sensitive boy who is dismayed to learn that the father he
loves is a thief. Supported by two friends, Willie and a West Indian
boy Sylvester, he endures the taunts of the tough children at his
school. His affection for his father never falters and when his father
becomes involved in a prison escape against his will, he learns that
his father can also be a hero.

Published: 28th November 2014
ISBN: 9781784620363
Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

Willie is also involved in several misguided attempts to remove his
grandmother from an old people’s home, with Rusty and Sylvester
lending a helping hand where they can! The three friends also come
up with a plan to break down Sylvester’s grandparents’ prejudice
against his white mother, but will it be effective?
34
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Children’s Fiction – Picture Books

LEAFY LEE
AND OTHER BEDTIME
STORIES

Zoe Cox
Leafy Lee and Other Bedtime Stories is a collection of nine shor t stories especially written with a
feel-good factor to help with a calm and ha ppy night for the very young.

When Grandy Sandy and Grampy Graham go bowling, disaster strikes...
Auntie Win tells of amazing adventures from the treasures in her tin...
Mucky Micky goes on holiday...
Rusty the robot is rescued from a puddle...
Something goes wrong for Flora the fairy when she has a bad day ...
Enjoy Rachel’s birthday and go shopping for a present with Hannah and Sophie ...
Watch the leaves changing with Leafy Lee...
See the night time star s with the man in the moon.

Like Zoe’s first book, Rainbow in My Room, Leafy Lee is gorgeously illustrated with full-colour
pictures. The beautiful picture book is suitable for children aged 5+ to read on their own, or
for younger children to be read to.
Author Zoe has been inspired by Enid Blyton all her life. Her stories are comparable
in style to Michael Bond.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Rainbow in My Room and other bedtime stor ies
ISBN 9781783061532 £8.99
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28th November 2014
9781784620479
£8.99
Paperback
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KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio online

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video online

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

e

Title is also available as an ebook

+ book

This is just a selection of our titles.
For a full listing please see our website.
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